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1999-2003 Ford 7.3L Diesel FPR shimmed Cap Installation Instructions
SAFETY NOTE: The safest way to install the new FPR cap is to
remove the fuel bowl from the engine bay because it is very easy
to misalign the spring in the housing and have it catch on one of
the 3 reinforcing bars. If this happens the regulator will not open
until there is an excess of 100 psi in the fuel bowl. This can cause
the fuel drain valve to leak. If your Powerstroke is equipped with a
fuel pressure gauge, this will become immediately apparent when
filling the fuel bowl with the electric pump.

SAFETY NOTE:
Disconnect the negative
terminals on both batteries
to prevent shorting tools or
the fuel bowl against one of
the relays that is always
hot.

IMPORTANT: If you remove the fuel bowl, the compression sleeves used to seal the hard lines to the fuel bowl
are not reusable. Install new compression sleeves on all hard line fittings.

**RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE**
Installation with fuel bowl out of the engine bay:
1. Begin by removing the engine cover and expose the fuel bowl. Attach a piece of 3/8” hose to
the drain tube that is routed over the front of the engine and route it to an appropriate
container
2. Drain the fuel bowl by opening the drain valve located at the rear of the bowl (yellow handle).
3. Disconnect the electrical harness located on the side of the fuel bowl.
4. Remove the 2 hard lines on the passenger’s side that feed the fuel rails on the cylinder
heads.
5. Remove the fuel return line from the factory Fuel Regulator cap (FPR) on the upper side of
the fuel bowl on the drivers side.
6. Remove the fuel pump hard line that is just below the FPR.
7. The fuel bowl is ready to remove from the engine bay by loosening the two bolts that pass
through the HPOP reservoir. It is not necessary to fully remove these bolts from the reservoir
housing.
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8. With a #25 torx screwdriver or bit, remove
the 2 bolts from the FPR cap evenly. If you
remove one completely and then the other,
the pressure from the spring can put undue
strain on the bolt ear of the remaining bolt.
Pull the cap straight off the spring and
remove it from the brass regulator piston
seat.
Inspect the rubber seat on the brass piston
for any cracks or damage to the seat.

9. Pull the factory FPR straight off of the spring.
10. Remove the spring from the pressure seat.
The springs that come with the new FPR are:
• Silver - 58-61 Psi
• Gold – 62-65 Psi
• Black – 67-70 Psi
11. Install the new spring in the pressure seat
and center the replacement cap directly over
and centered on the spring.
12. Tighten the new, longer FPR bolts evenly and do not allow the cap to twist sideways when
attempting to start threading the new bolts to the fuel bowl.
13. Clean the remnants of the compression sleeves from the brass hard line compression nuts
and install new sleeves on all 4 lines.
14. When re-installing the fuel bowl in the bay, place the bowl in position and only start one of
the 2 main mounting bolts to allow movement of the fuel bowl.
15. Using new compression sleeves, hand tighten the fuel return line to the new FPR cap, the
two fuel rail feed lines on the passenger’s side of the fuel bowl and the main fuel pump line to
the lower driver’s side.
16. Start threading the 2nd main mounting bolt to the fuel bowl and tighten both bolts to 18 lb-ft.
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IMPORTANT: If replacing the cap due
to breakage of the factory cap and
you cut and re-flared the return line,
the flare MUST be small enough so
the flare fits inside the threaded nipple
on the regulator cap. If the flare is too
large, the compression sleeve will not
seal the line to the housing.

17. Tighten the brass compression nuts until the nut just touches the brass fitting, tighten the
new FPR two or three turns once you feel the compression sleeve begin to compress. Don’t
worry, you won’t break this one.

Installation with the fuel bowl in the engine bay:
SAFETY NOTE: It is very easy to misalign the spring in the housing and have it catch on one of the 3
reinforcing bars inside the FPR installing the FPR with the fuel bowl in the engine bay. If this happens
the regulator will not open until there is an excess of 100 psi in the fuel bowl which will cause fuel
leakage of the fuel drain valve and other areas.

1. Begin by removing the engine cover and expose the fuel bowl. Attach a piece of 3/8”
hose to the drain tube that is routed over the front of the engine and route it to an
appropriate container
2. Drain about ½ quart of fuel from the fuel bowl by opening the drain valve located at the
rear of the bowl (yellow handle).

3. With a #25 torx screwdriver or bit, remove
the 2 bolts from the FPR cap evenly. If you
remove one completely and then the other,
the pressure from the spring can put undue
strain on the bolt ear of the remaining bolt.
Pull the cap straight off the spring and remove
it from the brass regulator piston seat.
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4. Pull the factory FPR straight off of the spring.
5. Remove the spring from the pressure seat and inspect the rubber seat on the brass
piston for any cracks or damage to the seat.
The springs that come with the new FPR are:
• Silver - 58-61 Psi
• Gold – 62-65 Psi
• Black – 67-70 Psi
6. Install the new spring in the pressure seat and center the replacement cap directly
over and centered on the spring. DO NOT ALLOW IT TO CATCH ON THE INTERNAL RIBS!
WARNING: It is very easy to misalign the spring in the housing and have it catch on one of the 3
reinforcing bars inside the FPR installing the FPR with the fuel bowl in the engine bay. If this happens
the regulator will not open until there is an excess of 100 psi in the fuel bowl which will cause fuel
leakage of the fuel drain valve and other areas.

7. Tighten the new, longer FPR bolts evenly and do not allow the cap to twist sideways
when attempting to start threading the new bolts to the fuel bowl.
8. Clean the remnants of the compression sleeve from the brass hard line compression
nut install a new sleeves on the return line.
9. Hand tighten the fuel return line to the new FPR cap using a new compression sleeve.
10. Thread both mounting bolts into the fuel bowl and tighten to 18 lb
11. Tighten the new FPR two or three turns once you feel the compression sleeve begin
to compress. Don’t worry, you won’t break this one.
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